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I WAS JUST THINKING: On a positive note….I haven’t seen a mosquito 

in weeks. 

EDITOR’S RANT:   

   I had written a rant for this bulletin the day before the Ukrainian 

Air crash in Teran. Then the world changed yet again.  

The horrific tragedy that claimed the lives of 168 passengers, 57 

of whom were Canadians that night, has preoccupied the minds 

of so many, aided, for most of us, course, by the media. Those 

who lost family and friends don’t need the media to underline the 

depth of the loss. Several thoughts keep surfacing in my own 

mind as the story has unfolded.   

The loss has so many facets on so many scales beyond the   

personal. Canada, and specifically Alberta, has suffered a blow 

to it’s intellectual community that will be felt for many years to 

come. It appears that the Canadians who were on that flight did 

not fit the stereotypical cross section of tourist traffic. That plane 

carried some of our brightest who have been contributing or were 

most likely to contribute toCanadain and global society. They  

represented the highest aspiration we can have for the             

immigrants who come to our country. Canada has dropped a 

notch in its potential to make a positive mark on mankind and it 

will take a while to regain what was lost on January 8
th
. So many 

of Flight 752’s passengers were the type of people we all look up 

to as leaders and role models. 



Rant cont’d. 

The fact that Iran has officially admitted it shot down Flight 752, even if accidentally, does 

not mean that full transparency has been accomplished from any quarter and it is naïve to 

think it ever will be. Neither side in this latest chapter in irrational behaviour has a record 

of transparency. The gut instinct of the Iran government was to blame the crash on       

mechanical failure. Now it turns out that not one but two missiles took down the passenger 

aircraft that night. Supposedly, the event that started it all was an assassination of an     

admittedly nasty Iranian general who was apparently posing an imminent threat to the 

American people, potentially costing a great many American lives. The geography of the 

event’s trigger, Iraq, brings back memories of another trigger to war because of fictitious 

“weapons of mass destruction”. Neither side is blameless in this latest insanity.    

The American political circus always stimulates my “Spidey Sense”. What role, if any, did 

the timing if this incident have to do with the interminable Impeachment initiative in the US 

that has become an irritant to most of us. The Democrats are tired. POTUS has a history 

of using distraction or smoke screen tactics to divert attention from himself when things 

get  uncomfortable.  Surely to God this wasn’t hatched as a result of domestic American     

Politics.  

The events of the past week have accomplished only one small feat. Although they have 

not resolved or eliminated the issues that played on through 2019, they have briefly 

pushed the nagging incessant angst that has dominated our news and thoughts for so 

many months onto the back burner. Alberta’s grievances with our federal government isn’t 

front page news this week. Neither is Brexit.  China has not dominated as many of our 

thoughts or headlines as usual. Even Harry and Meghan have dropped from the front 

page. It has,  unfortunately been a deadly diversion and, I suspect, has not played itself 

out. 

Iran has vowed to resume its quest for nuclear capability. The leadership more or less 

went along with the Obama plan and look where it got them. A new American president 

opted out of that plan, sanctions increased and from their viewpoint, Iran’s government 

was now placed in the position of defending the country’s honour to their domestic       

population against an unfriendly giant. North Korea seems to have been able to thumb its 

nose at Mr. Trump and so far has not been attacked. Perhaps the Iranian authorities are 

looking in that direction for their new strategic plan. If so, how far are we away from a war 

somewhere, especially if rationality remains out of reach in all camps?  

So there you have it – my New Year’s rant, just oozing positivity as all New Year’s 

thoughts should do. May 2020 somehow give those who hold our fate as a species, the 

clear vision – the 20/20 physical and spiritual vision to get us through the year.  

Happy New year everyone! 
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NEW MEMBER APPLICATION: 

George Huybredts has been sponsored by Bill Austin and Lloyd Wilson. George is married 

to Deborah Giesbreck and they have 4 children (two of each) and reside on Georgeon Way 

here in Sherwood Park. George is retired.  

Please consider this as the first of two notices regarding George’s application.  

 
VALENTINTINES DANCE  
Garry Jones is the man behind this fun evening.  
Fortuitously, it will be held on February 14th  -             
Valentines Day. This shin dig will be held at the OLPH 
Hall in Sherwood Park. Drinking begins at 5:30, dining 
at 6:30 and Dancing to the Mike and the Relics (they 
must be our age!) will follow. The cost for the night is 
$85 after the $25 club meal allowance has been          
deducted. ($110 for guest couples). Please ward a cheques to Garry by February 1st, 
made out to Gyro Club of Sherwood Park. It should be a fine, fun night of dining, dancing 
and whatever else you want to do on Valentines Day. 
 
 
 

GYRETTE NEWS: 

Imagine a head hung in shame. I promised to note in the last bulletin that this year the 

Gyrettes did not abandon the Christmas Bureau, but decided to veer away from their        

pre-Christmas tradition of making up scads of gift hampers and try to upgrade their gifts to a 

higher quality for a slightly lower number of recipients.  

The ladies are having a meeting at the Sawmill on January 22nd at 6:00PM. Contact Cory 

Greig to let her know your plans.  

 



HEALTH AND WELFARE: 

Ian Ballentyne has been battling shingles—not sometime one would wish on (almost)      
anyone. 
 
Great news—Judi Stratichuk ‘s surgery went well and her prognosis is excellent. 
 
It was wonderful to see Bill Carter and his son Jamie out for Darts Night on the 15th. 
Jeanne is having some vision problems that prevent her from doing many of the things she 
enjoys. We hope it is a temporary situation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GYRO BEYOND OUR CLUB: 

2020 District VIII Convention May 28-31, Medicine Hat 

                                              *************************** 

2020 International Convention June 9-14, Victoria 

(the club’s 100th anniversary). Alan Pentney will be begin 

his International Presidency at this meeting. 

Please check the International web site for details on these two great events 



 

 

   

 

THERE’S A NEW YEAR A COMIN’ 

    When writing Thank You notes for Christmas gifts was still  

   common and  expected 



 

OH MY (the dark side) ... uh, sorry? 



 

Hmmm… sorry again! 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

JANUARY—THE SEASON FOR PLANNING TO GET FIT 
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The image that holds this disjointed page together 

   THOSE WERE THE DAYS 

 

  Barack Obama and his mother—Halloween 1964 

   Even in those days people had a lot on their mind  



                    

 

COOL PICS FROM THE PAST 

 

The models for “American Gothic” – painter’s                           
                                                                                                                                                                                        
sister and his dentist  1930           

                Telephone wires NYC  1903                                  

   Last four couples standing at a Chicago dance marathon, circa 1930    

            (or a New Years party of my youth that I don’t remember) 



GYRETTE GIGGLES  

 

 
 

   

 

 



 

LAST MEETING :  Darts—January 15th 

 About 20 hardy Gyros braved the –45C cold to show up at the GCCC and fling pointy       

feathered things at the wall. This year the format changed from two man teams to “every 

man for himself”. The event took place downstairs in the combination German Day Care 

and shooting gallery (let that sink in for a moment). The competition was interrupted as 

we headed  upstairs to our usual venue for a great meal and a business meeting. In the 

last bulletin players were advised to bring “protection” and play safe as an extreme 

spread of  competency and skill was expected amongst the competitors. I heeded my 

own advice and brought head gear for myself and one other. John Evans wore my WW1 

Army helmet and I wore my 1940’s leather football helmet. Apparently nobody else read 

the memo.  One highlight of the evening was that Bill Carter and his son, Jamie, were in 

attendance. Not only were they there, but they were both in the “final four and took home 

some wine. The ultimate winner was Al Gordon who defeated Jamie Carter for the 

“coveted” Trophy.  

Bruce Schelsky and Earl Korber organized the event and kept the violence to a       

minimum. Thanks, guys.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



      

MEDICAL MOMENTS 

   



Country preacher had a teenage son, and it was getting time the boy should give thought to 
choosing a profession. 

Like many young men his age, the boy didn't really know what he wanted to do, and he did-
n't seem too concerned about it. 

One day, while the boy was away at school, his father decided to try an experiment. 
He went into the boy's room and placed on his study table four objects.. 

1. A Bible.....? 
2. A silver dollar($$$).....? 
3. A bottle of whiskey.....? 

4. And a Playboy magazine.....? 
'I'll just hide behind the door,' the old preacher said to himself. 

'When he comes home from school today, 
I'll see which object he picks up. 

If it's the Bible, he's going to be a preacher like me and what a blessing that would be! 
If he picks up the dollar, he's going to be a business man, and that would be okay, too. 

But if he picks up the bottle, he's going to be a no-good drunken bum, and Lord, what a 
shame that would be. 

And worst of all if he picks up that magazine he's going to be a skirt-chasing womanizer.' 
The old man waited anxiously, and soon  heard his son's footsteps as he entered the house 

whistling and headed for his room. 
The boy tossed his books on the bed, and as he turned to leave the room he spotted the ob-

jects on the table. 
With curiosity in his eye, he walked over to inspect them. 
Finally, he picked up the Bible and placed it under his arm. 

He picked up the silver dollar ($$$) and dropped it into his pocket. 
He uncorked the bottle and took a big drink, while he admired the centerfold. 

'Lord have mercy,' the old preacher disgustedly whispered. 
‘He’s going to run for parliament.’ 

                                                                                                            ************ 

 

 

 

   A FAMILY STORY THAT BRINGS A TEAR TO YOUR EYE 



 

 

 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                 Broadmoor Diehards 
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Meanwhile NOT in Canada 
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SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 

             
 

        

  

 

....”since it seems they aren’t going to award me my long overdue      

Nobel Peace Prize again this year.” 



 ANIMAL INSTINKS 

 

 

        



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I had a similar conversation with our dog, Jack this week 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 

 

No laughter in the last word this issue…. Just a 

somber thought for the friends and families of 

those lost in the senseless shooting down of UIA 

Flight  752 in Tehran last week.  They lost loved 

ones and their lives will be forever changed.   

Canada lost too many of its brightest and best. 

Our country will  be the lesser for this loss. 
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